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Now more than ever, it’s imperative to capture full 
viewership across today’s fragmented market of multiple 
devices and content distributors. Video consumption is 
overtaking the digital world with the capability to access 
video at any time on numerous platforms, and that list 
keeps on growing. With the advent of VR headsets, video 
on watches, and cord cutters moving to streaming VOD, it’s 
hard to keep up with all the ways in which video content 
is consumed. At the same time, each platform is unique in 
the way it’s measured, and analysis occurs in silos.

Adobe Analytics for Video 
Diverse platform experiences with unique measurement standards require a solution that brings together 
all your cross-platform delivery to prove the overall quality and value of your video inventory.

Adobe Analytics

“The data from Adobe 
Analytics brings us much 
closer to standard broadcast 
metrics throughout our 
digital channels, enabling 
decision-makers to better 
understand digital video 
and its importance in our 
business.”

GREG DINSMORE
Manager, Digital Research 

CBC

Adobe Analytics for Video accomplishes standardized measurement of streams across devices to make 
actionable decisions and capture meaningful insights, allowing for increased engagement and full monetization 
of video. Video content and ads are captured in near real time at the most granular level for duration, starts, and 
completes to allow full video evaluation and comparisons. Video metrics can be combined with other Adobe 
Analytics solutions and data points, such as visitors and people metrics, to understand the impacts that video 
contributes to overall content consumption. Adobe Analytics for Video provides the added benefits of Certified 
Metrics, through trusted partnerships with Nielsen and comScore, to expand ratings capabilities and through 
federated analytics for a more holistic picture across all your content distributors. 

Key benefits of Adobe Analytics for Video 

• Timely analysis—Make real-time, actionable decisions utilizing key video performance metrics, like duration, 
across multiple channels. Video events are measured in 10-second intervals to capture all activity as it occurs.

• Drive engagement—Fully engage users through less buffering events and by understanding where and when 
ads should display within video content to provide a smooth, less intrusive viewing experience that brings users 
back and delivers repeat visits.

• Holistic picture—Combine multiple data points across all your content distributors to get a full view of all your 
video activity, and measure engagement and views across all possible channels through federated analytics.

• Increased granularity—Evaluate viewing behavior at the most granular level, including individual visitor time of 
day, concurrent viewers by minute, and average duration the content was viewed.

• Precise measurement—Measure across the multiple devices used for video viewing, including OTT, 
smartphone, tablet, desktop, and more, to monitor user consumption patterns and habits. 

• Segmentation—Apply classifications to your players, devices, chapters, and shows to see how each has an 
impact on your overall views and customer engagement with content, ads, and combined.
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Adobe Analytics for Video Provides actionable insights

Video content measurement allows you to understand:

• Where is my video drop-out occurring and why? 

• How often are buffer events occurring and on which devices is it more prevalent?

• Which are my most watched videos so I can monetize against those?

• Which are my least watched videos and how can I increase viewership? 

• What is the average duration that my videos are playing compared to overall?

Advertising measurement allows you to understand:

• Are my users receiving too many ads in the video, resulting in skips or drop-outs?

• Is the ad load delaying or impacting my video content views?

• Do my ads deliver to completion in certain spots better (pre, mid, post)?

• Does the ad length negatively impact the overall duration video view?

• Are there too many ad skips and is it impacting my ability to monetize?

“As consumers expand 
their video consumption 
across screens, the media 
industry needs stronger 
digital and cross-platform 
measurement to accurately 
track consumers and better 
monetize cross-screen 
audiences." 

HOWARD SHIMMEL
Chief research office, 
Turner Broadcasting

Video sharing made easier 

Certified Metrics

Powered by Adobe Analytics for Video, Certified Metrics is a standardized solution that brings neutral, third-party 
measurement through Nielsen and comScore to enable trusted video ratings. Expand your ratings capabilities by 
capturing your Adobe census data, or video streams, and delivering results to these trusted partners in real time to 
receive a more accurate viewership count that is used to derive other highly relevant audience KPIs. 

Federated analytics

Federated analytics is shared video measurement through Adobe Analytics that brings together all your video 
content delivery to capture the overall reach, viewers, and video engagement across multiple content distributors, 
programmers, and operators. It provides standardization to easily share with your partners and make video data more 
efficient, streamlined, and actionable for monetization and analysis. Combine the shared federated data with your own 
to validate and measure the full content viewing habits and behaviors in a summarized report of all videos consumed.


